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Abstract
The past decade has witnessed a resurgence in innovation awards, in
particular of Grand Innovation Prizes (GIPs) which are rewards to innovators developing technologies reaching performance goals and requiring
breakthrough solutions. GIPs typically do not preclude the winner also
obtaining patent rights. This is in stark contrast with mainstream economics of innovation theories where prizes and patents are substitute ways
to generate revenue and encourage innovation. Building on the management of innovation literature which stresses the diﬃculty to specify exante all the technical features of the winning technologies, we develop a
model in which innovative eﬀort is multi-dimensional and only a subset
of innovation tasks can be measured and contracted upon. We show that
in this environment patent rights and cash rewards are complements, and
that GIPs are often preferable to patent races or prizes requiring technologies to be placed in the public domain. Moreover, our model uncovers a
tendency for patent races to encourage speed of discovery over quality
of innovation, which can be corrected by GIPs. We explore robustness
to endogenous entry, costly public funds, and incomplete information by
GIP organizers on the surplus created by the technology.

1

Introduction

Economists have long recognized the crucial role played by innovation in economic growth and - at least since Arrow (1962) — have considered channels that
might cause under-investment in innovation relative to the socially optimal level.
How to avoid such under-investment and how to provide greater innovation incentives is a central question in the economics of innovation literature. The
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patent system is the most important institution developed by policy-makers
to spur innovation. Patents provide temporary monopoly rights as an incentive to innovation. However, it is well understood that patents come at a cost,
since monopoly leads to ineﬃciencies. The natural alternative, prizes that come
through money rather than monopoly rights, are viewed as diﬃcult to implement in a way that generates appropriate incentives; proper incentives require
that the prize be awarded only to genuine innovations, and in proportion to
their usefulness. Prizes have nonetheless been growing as a way of rewarding
innovation, both publically and privately. In the United States, former President Obama’s Strategy for American Innovation strongly encouraged the use
of innovation prizes and the America Competes Reauthorization Act of 2011
provided all federal agencies with power to oﬀer innovation prizes (Williams,
2012).
This paper studies Grand Innovation Prizes (GIPs), which are a prominent
class of innovation inducement prizes. GIPs are deﬁned as large monetary rewards for innovators reaching a pre-determined set of performance targets (Kay,
2011; Murray et al, 2012). Critically, a GIP does not preclude the winner from
also obtaining patent rights. This is diﬀerent from the usual view of prizes and
patents in the innovation literature where the two are viewed as alternative ways
to generate revenue to encourage innovation, and the only reason patents are
preferable to prizes is because of information or contracting frictions that prevent the prize from being suﬃciently tied to success to be an eﬀective incentive.
Our model of Grand Innovation Prizes provides an explanation for this coexistence of prizes and patents. Our setting departs from traditional models of
innovation contest by assuming that the characteristics of the technology target
can only be partially speciﬁed by the GIP organizer. Performance targets can
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be described but a full description of a solution is unavailable. We model this
as the innovation having two dimensions. On one dimension, the performance
goals for the prize to be awarded can be well speciﬁed and veriﬁed ex post. On
another dimension, they cannot.
The use of prizes is not limited to the public sector, and their use in the private sector can be informative. Our multi-dimensional approach is consistent
with existing descriptions of GIPs in the private sector. Often not much more
is known than that a successful product requires signiﬁcant research eﬀort and
breakthrough ideas. Since technical speciﬁcations are diﬃcult to describe, GIPs
diﬀer from smaller-scale competitions as software development contests requiring more limited resources and for which the solution can be typically described
in great detail (Boudreu et al., 2011).1
A number of case studies analyzed in the literature support the idea that
specifying ex-ante the technical features for the winning technologies is the most
challenging aspect of GIPs. For example, Murray et al (2012) describe the
Progressive Insurance Automotive X Prize for the development of “viable, super
fuel-eﬃcient vehicles that give people more car choices and make a diﬀerence in
their lives.” The broad objective of the prize was the development of vehicles
able to revolutionize the automobile industry through a new generation of fuel
eﬃcient cars. Translating such broad aim into precise requirements for the
contest is very hard. While technical metrics are required to set a target for
1A

2009 McKinsey report estimates that the total funds available from large prizes have
more than tripled over the last decade to surpass $375 million with a large number of philanthropists entering the business of rewarding innovators (McKinsey, 2009). For example,
Qualcomm and Nokia have oﬀered multi-million dollar prizes for the development of aﬀordable devices that can recognize and measure personal health information. Similarly, the Gates
Foundation has oﬀered an innovation award to immunize children in the poorest parts of the
world. Such trend is likely to have been stimulated by the success of the 1996 $10 million Ansari Prize oﬀered by the X PRIZE Foundation for a private space vehicle to launch
a reusable manned spacecraft into space twice within two weeks (Kay, 2011; Murray et al,
2012).
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the prize, the future impact of the technology may be related to characteristics
that are diﬃcult to specify ex-ante with unambiguous criteria. For example, the
Progressive Insurance Automotive X Prize required vehicles to meet an eﬃciency
standard of 100MPGe with CO2 emissions equivalent to <200g/mi. However,
statements from the X-Prize Foundation indicate that the overall impact of the
technology on consumers and follow-on innovation was unlikely to depend on
fuel eﬃciency alone. Other dimensions related to the manufacturing process and
consumer desirability would also be very important component of the welfare
generated by the innovation.
The allocation of intellectual property rights in GIPs appears particularly in
contrast with the microeconomic literature on innovation prizes (Wright, 1983;
Scotchmer, 2004). The economics of innovation literature has treated prizes
and patents as substitutes, and stressed that a prominent feature of prizes is
the removal of the monopoly dead-weight loss generated by patents. In the
choices of the private sector, things appear very diﬀerent: patents and prizes
are viewed by GIP organizers as complements and GIP rules tend to allow
participants to keep the IP rights on their technologies. Murray et al (2012)
report the following quote from an XPrize organizer: “We have a standard for
any XPrize that we have no interest in taking IP from teams with the exception
of media rights to tell the story of the competition. It is not in our best interest
to claim IP.....we need to allow teams to pursue their business in whatever way
makes sense to them.”
We argue that the informational motivation for the private use of GIPs
might also be a rationale for their use by public policy makers. There may
be additional reasons why it may be useful to allocate patent right by GIP
rather than simply a patent. For instance, if rents from a patent are low, but
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either consumer surplus or externalities from the innovation are high, additional
subsidy is valuable. Papers in the prize literature, such as Kremer (1998) or
Galasso et al. (2016) emphasize replacing monopoly rights with prize revenue
in such cases. When patent rights are not excessively costly and beneﬁts are
high, the policy maker might want to use both.
We begin our analysis with a simple model in which there is only one innovator. The planner wants to maximize welfare by rewarding successful innovation
and has full information on the marginal beneﬁt and marginal cost of innovative
eﬀort. A standard result in the innovation literature is that in the presence of
full information prizes dominate patents generating larger welfare and innovation incentives. Because research eﬀort in our model is multi-dimensional and
only one dimension is contractible, this result does not hold in our environment.
We compare three diﬀerent reward structures. The ﬁrst one is a patent
regime in which the innovator is granted a patent which allows him to extract
market proﬁts from the innovation. The second one is a prize regime in which
the innovator obtains a cash reward if the technology meets a target speciﬁed
by the prize organizer and the innovation is placed in the public domain. The
third regime, that we label Grand Innovation Prize, is a hybrid system in which
the innovator obtains a prize if the performance target is met and retains patent
rights over the technology which allows him to extract additional revenue from
consumers and licensee.
Neither the patent nor the prize regime can generate the ﬁrst-best level of
innovation in our model. In the patent regime under-investment arises because
the patentee can appropriate only a fraction of the surplus generated. Prizes
can correct the underinvestment by linking the reward to a performance target
that maximizes social welfare. Nonetheless, because only a subset of innovative
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activities can be measured and contracted upon, the inventor has an incentive to
disregard the non-measurable dimensions and to invest only on measurable activities. The hybrid GIP system generates larger innovation eﬀort by attacking
both of these under-investments. The under-investment in measurable activities that arises with the patent system is reduced thanks to the award that the
innovator obtains if the eﬀort target is met. The under-investment in unmeasurable activities that arises with prizes is reduced because the innovator obtains a
fraction of the welfare generated, which depends on the entire set of innovative
eﬀorts. This result provides an explanation on the joint use of patents and prizes
that is observed in Grand Innovation Prizes. Intuitively, the partial surplus appropriability typical of a patent regime combined with the non-measurability
of certain aspects of innovative eﬀort generates complementarity between the
two instruments. We show that this complementarity implies that, under very
general conditions, GIPs generate more welfare than the other two regimes.
We extend the analysis in several directions. First, we consider the case
where research eﬀorts along the two dimensions are complements or substitutes. We show that if either strong substitutability or strong complementarity
is present, then a simple prize may perform better when compared to a GIP
than in the baseline case of no interaction between the two inputs. If the two inputs are strong substitutes, then the under-investment in the unveriﬁable eﬀort
dimension induced by prizes is less problematic than in the baseline case because
it is suﬃcient to induce a high eﬀort in the other dimension for the innovation
to succeed overall. If the two inputs are strong complements, then again it is
suﬃcient to induce eﬀort in the observable dimension because complementarity
between the two eﬀort levels will provide a built-in incentive for the innovator
to exert eﬀort along the non-observable dimension as well.
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We consider further extensions to show that our results are robust to features that are standard in the innovation literature. In particular, we show that
introducing costly public funds does not change our results qualitatively, and
neither does incomplete information about the value of the innovation. Introducing competing innovators (either with a ﬁxed number of innovators or with
free entry) does not change the performance of simple prizes and GIPs, so our
main comparison results are unchanged. However, patents perform worse with
competing innovators than with a single innovator because each innovator may
have an incentive to rush to the patent oﬃce, and ﬁle patents that provide very
little improvements over existing products.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide further
literature review. Section 3 sets up the baseline model and provides our main
results. Section 4 revisits the baseline model to analyze the case of competing
innovators. Section 5 considers the role of incomplete information, and costly
public funds. Section 6 discusses the policy implications of our ﬁndings. Section
7 concludes. The proofs of all the results are relegated to the appendix.

2

Related Literature

This paper is connected to various strands of the literature on the economics of
innovation and management of technology.
The ﬁrst is the literature comparing patents and prizes as alternative mechanisms. Wright (1983) compares prizes, patents and research contracts as mechanisms to encourage innovation. He shows that any of these three policy tools
can be optimal depending on the strength of three eﬀects: research duplication,
deadweight loss due to monopoly pricing and asymmetric information between
research authority and innovating agent. Shavell and Van Ypersele (2001) pro-
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vide a comparison of prizes and patents as mechanisms to incentivize innovation
in a static framework. They show that neither system is superior and that a
mechanism under which innovators can choose between prizes and patents is
typically superior to a patent system. Weyl and Tirole (2012) study the optimal reward structure in the presence of multidimensional heterogeneity and
non-manipulable market outcomes. In a static framework, they show that the
optimal policy requires some market power but not full monopoly proﬁts. In
each of these papers the focus is on the trade-oﬀ between using one reward
mechanism versus another; we focus on possible complementarities between the
two reward methods.2
The empirical literate on prizes has focused on their eﬃcacy, and the way
the structure of the prize impact the innovation level. Boudreau et al (2011)
focus on how the number of competitors inﬂuences incentives. Boudreau et al
(2016) studies the impact of competition across diﬀerent types of competitors,
as well as the impact of diﬀerent details in the structure of the prize itself.
Boudreau and Lakhani (2015) focus on the impact of intermediate disclosure on
the tournament incentives. We complement these papers by pointing out how
the contest rules might interact with other IP features, like patents.
Our paper takes a mechanism design approach to studying the optimal
reward. This follows in the tradition of Scotchmer (1999) and Cornelli and
Schankerman (1999). These papers have the feature that an information friction prevents the planner from paying for innovations; instead innovator chooses
2 This literature on patents vs. prizes has led to papers that have continued to study the
trade-oﬀ between patents and prizes, but attempted to see whether external signals might
allow prizes to dominate patents. Kremer (1998) designs an auction to elicit information
to design the prize. Chari, Golosov and Tsyvinski (2012) compare prizes and patents when
the planner can observe market signals over time. Their main ﬁnding is that patents are
necessary if the innovator can manipulate market signals. Galasso, Mitchell and Virag (2016)
show how a patent buyout that exploits information from market outcomes as a guide to the
payment amount can be eﬀective at determining both marginal and total willingness to pay
of consumers and can generate the right innovation incentives.
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from a menu of protections, at various prices. Hopenhayn and Mitchell (2001)
study how to eliminate the payment through menus of breadth and length,
but they continue to focus on the case where information frictions prevent the
planner from awarding prizes. Hopenhayn, Llobet and Mitchell (2006) study
the optimal patent design in a model where innovation is cumulative, involving
contributions of multiple innovators. In their model the optimal reward might
include payments between innovators but typically not from the planner to the
innovators, like a prize.
When beneﬁts can be measured, Loeb and Magat (1979) show that a reward based on consumer surplus is suﬃcient to get the ﬁrst best. Our model
incorporates this idea on one dimension with the information friction typically
used to justify patents on another dimension. The paper is therefore related to
the literature on multi-tasking and its applications to innovation. Devatripont
et al. (2000) provide a survey of multitask agency problems. Lazear’s (1989)
seminal work shows that in a multi-tasking environment ﬁrms may beneﬁt from
providing low-incentive payments to their employees because such compensation
scheme reduces uncooperative behavior. Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991) study
a principle-agent model in which the agent’s task has several dimensions and
some of them cannot be perfectly measured. They show that providing incentives in one activity can shift eﬀort toward measurable activities and sometime
a ﬁxed wage may be better than incentives.
In the intersection of the multi-tasking literature and innovation incentives,
Hellman and Thiele (2011) study the incentive contract problem in a multitasking model about innovation. In their model, employees privately observe
innovation opportunities that fall outside of the performance metrics. They
show that incentive compensation provided by the ﬁrm depends on the ﬁrm-
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speciﬁcity of innovation. Their paper is broadly similar in that it describes how
the diﬀerent dimensions impact incentives.
Contractibility is often viewed as an important determinant of private contracts, and therefore our focus on contractibility as a driving force behind optimal rewards is related to the literature on private contracts for research. Lerner
and Malmendier (2010) discuss the issue of contractibility in research licensing
agreements. Their question is related in that it makes the point about things
being partially contractible in the way that is assumed here. They show that
contractibility aﬀects contract design, to avoid that researchers use their funding
to subsidize other projects, an option contract is optimal. They provide support of their theory in a sample of biotechnology research contracts. Our paper
follows the line that contractibility is fundamental to the design of institutions.
Another related literature is the labor market tournament literature starting
with Lazear and Rosen (1981) and Rosen (1986).3 Labor market tournaments
are closely related to a prize with multiple innovators. Taylor (1995) adapts a
model of a tournaments to a research setting in which a sponsor pays a prize to
the innovation of highest quality. He shows that the use of an entry fee is crucial
to minimize duplication of research and maximize the post-entry research eﬀort
levels. In the version of our model with multiple innovators, a similar force is
at work. We show how a minimum technical standard for a prize winner can
serve a similar function to a ﬁxed entry cost.
Our results on minimum technical standards are similar to the theory of the
optimal “minimum inventive step” for a patent, for instance in Scotchmer and
Green (1990), La Manna (1992) and O’Donoghue (1998). Those papers typically
view the innovation contribution as observable, however, and therefore better
3 Connelly

et al (2014) provide a review of the tournament literature.
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rewards (like a prize) would dominate patents. Our paper explicitly models the
notion that technical standards can be described, but only imperfectly, giving
rise to the Grand Innovation Prize.

3

Single innovator and complete information

We begin our analysis with a model in which there is only one innovator who
makes a one-time choice of innovative eﬀort (as in Arrow, 1962; Wright, 1983;
and Scotchmer, 2004). We introduce competition between multiple inventors
in Section 4. As in Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991) we allow eﬀort to be a
two-dimensional vector (x, y) and we refer to each component of the vector
as an ‘innovation activity’. Eﬀort (x, y) leads to an innovation that generates
consumer surplus U (x, y) = θ(x + y) where θ is a parameter capturing the value
of the innovative eﬀort for society.
The central assumption of our model is that innovation activity x is measurable and contractible whereas activity y is not contractible. The idea is that a
precise technical metric is required to compare the various innovations, but the
future impact of the technology may be related to characteristics that are hard
to specify ex-ante with unambiguous criteria.4
The y variable in our model captures a variety of aspects of the innovation,
which are hard to include into the ex-ante technical speciﬁcations of the prize but
are important components of the welfare generated by the technology. First, y
includes various features of the innovation related to consumer desirability. For
example, among organizers of PIAXP there was the concern of rewarding hypereﬃcient cars which look like ‘rolling coﬃns’ (Murray et al., 2012). Second, the
variable captures aspects related to the manufacturability of the products which
4 Murray et al (2012) document how the ex-ante development of technical speciﬁcations for
the winning technologies was the most challenging component of the PIAXP prize design.
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embed the new technology. The technical speciﬁcations in the prize may not
include features which are important for cost-eﬀective large scale production.
Finally, y captures aspects of the innovation which spur future improvements of
the technology. Prize organizers may not specify materials, design and processes
which are likely to attract large interests by follow-on innovators and generate
greater future improvements.

3.1

Benchmark Model: Independent Costs

We assume that the cost of innovative eﬀort is
C(x, y) =

x2 y 2
+ .
2
2

In this formulation, costs of the two dimensions do not interact, and the model
can focus on the impact of the GIP on each dimension separately. The full model
considers the impact of cost complementarities.5 Gross consumer surplus is
U(x, y) = θ(x + y),
and thus welfare is equal to

W (x, y) = U (x, y) − C(x, y).
Under these assumptions, the ﬁrst best eﬀort levels equal to x∗ = y ∗ = θ and
the corresponding welfare is equal to W ∗ = θ 2 .
This simple speciﬁcation builds on a long-standing tradition in the economics
of innovation literature. Once we drop the measurable dimension, x, our setting collapses into the one-dimensional technology typically used to examine
patents and other innovation policy instruments (see Cornelli and Schankerman, 1999; Shavell and Van Ypersele, 2001; and Hopenhayn et al, 2006). The
5 A common assumption in this class of models is that the R&D process is deterministic.
One can easily extend the results to the case in which the returns to R&D are stochastic.
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multi-dimensional version of this classic approach was developed by Weyl and
Tirole (2012) in the absence of R&D eﬀort (the innovator chooses which ideas
to develop, but not how much R&D to do). Our setting extends Weyl and Tirole (2012) introducing multiple research investments with diﬀerent degrees of
contractibility.
We consider a social planner aiming at maximizing welfare with one of three
alternative policy instruments. To develop the intuition, we assume symmetric
information between the innovator and the planner. We discuss the asymmetric
information case in Section 5.
The ﬁrst mechanism is the prize system in which the innovator receives a
reward P if the innovative activity observed by the planner meets a speciﬁc
eﬀort target x = x and the innovation is sold in a competitive market.6 In this
case the proﬁts for the innovator are
P − C(x, y) if x = x
−C(x, y) else
with solution that we label xP , yP . Because Cx > 0 the optimal strategy for
the innovator is to set xP = x and y P = 0. The problem for the planner is

max W (x, 0) = θx −
x

x2
2

with solution xP = θ and y P = 0. Note that this level of eﬀort can be achieved
by choosing any P ≥ C(θ, 0). The welfare with the prize regime is equal to
WP =

θ2
.
2

6 One can replace this assumption with the more realistic alternative in which the planner
speciﬁes a minimum eﬀort target x ≥ x. The two assumptions are equivalent in our case given
that the planner has complete information and x is contractable.
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The second mechanism is the patent system in which the innovator obtains
intellectual property rights on the technology. Following the innovation literature we assume that granting patent rights generates a dead-weight-loss through
monopoly prices which reduces consumer surplus to γU (x, y) with γ ∈ [0, 1] .
Moreover, we assume that patents allow the monopolist to appropriate a fraction β ∈ [0, 1] of the welfare generated. This formulation can be microfunded in
a variety of ways. For example, in a linear demand model in which p = a − bq
and marginal cost is zero, the distortions induced by monopoly pricing imply
γ = 3/4 and β = 2/3. In the case of perfect price discrimination β = γ = 1. In
the presence of a negotiation between the innovator and a single user γ captures
the surplus loss due to bargaining frictions whereas β captures the bargaining
power of the innovator. In Appendix A1 we discuss in more detail how our
theoretical set-up maps to alternative families of demand functions, to models
of price discrimination and to diﬀerent bargaining structures.
Our more general formulation implies that the problem for the innovator is
max βγU(x, y) − C(x, y)
x,y

which implies xIP = y IP = βγθ with corresponding welfare equal to
W IP = γU(xIP , y IP ) − C(xIP , y IP ) = θ 2 βγ 2 (2 − β) .
Comparing the welfare in the prize and patent regimes we get the following
result.
Proposition 1 Patents dominate prizes if and only if γ ≥ (2β(2 − β))−1/2 .

This result illustrates a basic trade-oﬀ between patents and prizes that is
central to our model. Patents have the advantage of rewarding innovative eﬀort
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both for contractible and non-contractible research activities. Prizes, instead,
only reward eﬀort on the contractible activity. Nonetheless, prizes have the
advantage of allowing for large rewards that can exceed the proﬁt that an innovator can obtain through the patent rights. Moreover, patents induce monopoly
pricing which generates product market distortions. Proposition 1 shows that
patents are preferable to prizes only when the distortion eﬀect of patents is small
enough (β is low) and monopoly pricing allows the patentees to appropriate a
substantial fraction of the surplus generated (γ is high).
The third regime is the grand innovation prize (GIP), which combines the
two previous systems. The innovator is awarded a patent on the technology, but
also receives a prize if some technical speciﬁcations are met. This implies that
the innovator appropriates a fraction β of the welfare and she obtains a prize P
if x = x. The problem for the innovator is

2
2

 βγθ(x + y) − x − y + P if x = x
2
2
max Π(x, y) =
.
x2 y 2
x,y


βγθ(x + y) −
−
else
2
2

If the prize is large enough, the innovator meets the target so xGIP = x, and
the optimal level of y is yGIP (x) = θβγ . Anticipating this reaction the planner
will chose x to maximize
γU (x, y(x)) − C(x, y(x)) = γθ(x + θβγ) −

x2 (θβγ)2
−
,
2
2

which implies that

xGIP = x = γθ.
Given these level of eﬀorts, the innovator will meet the target if P ≥ 12 θ 2 γ 2 (1 − β)2
and the corresponding welfare will be equal to:
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W GIP

= γθ(γθ + βγθ) −
=

(γθ)2 (βγθ)2
−
2
2

1 2 2
θ γ 1 + 2β − β 2 .
2

Notice that the eﬀort level for x is above the level with patents. The eﬀort on y
is equivalent to the one with patents. This suggests that the welfare created by
GIP is at least as large as the one with a patent. In fact, it is straightforward to
show that W GIP − W IP = 12 θ2 γ 2 (1 − β)2 , thus we have the following result:
Proposition 2 W GIP > W IP , a grand innovation prize yields higher social
welfare than a patent when β < 1.

The result in proposition 2 is not surprising because GIPs nest patents as a
special case (when the cash transfer is equal to zero), so one can think of GIPs
as improved patents. On the other hand, GIPs do not contain prizes as a special
case because the consumer price is set at the monopoly level with GIPs and at
the competitive level with simple prizes. The next proposition compares prizes
and grand innovation prizes:
Proposition 3 GIPs dominate simple prizes if γ ≥ 1 + 2β − β 2

−1/2

.

Figure 1 below provides a graphical illustration of proposition 3. To analyze
the trade-oﬀs, we ﬁrst note that the GIP system generates larger innovation
eﬀort by attacking two types of under-investments in innovation activities. The
under-investment in measurable activities (x) that arises with the patent system
is reduced thanks to the award that the innovator obtains if the eﬀort target is
met.
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Figure 1: GIPs vs Simple Prizes

The under-investment in unmeasurable activities (y) that arises with prizes is
reduced because the innovator obtains a fraction of the welfare generated, which
depends on the entire set of innovative eﬀorts. As a result of these comparisons,
one can show (as illustrated in ﬁgure 1) that GIPs perform better than simple
prizes when the distortion generated by monopoly pricing is small (γ close to
1) and when the innovator is able to appropriate a large fraction of the surplus
created (β close to 1). In these cases, the positive investment in the y activity
under GIP overcomes the monopoly pricing distortion that is present in GIP
but not with prizes.7
Proposition 3 illustrates how complementarity between rewards and patents
7 One

can extend our model introducing asymmetric weights for activities x and y. For
example, we can assume welfare to be equal to
W (x, y) = θ(x + wy) −

x2
y2
−w
2
2

with w ≥ 0. One can think of this extension as a setting with a continuum of innovation
activities with a fraction 1/(1 + w) that are measurable. It is possible to show that simple
prizes perform better than GIPs for small values of w and that GIP dominate simple prizes
for large values of w.
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can arise in the presence of multiple research eﬀorts with diﬀerent degrees of
contractibility. This is in stark contrast with the literature where they are typically viewed as substitute instruments. For clarity of exposition, this result
is shown here in a simple model. The next sections enrich the framework introducing additional features of multitasking and embedding the trade-oﬀ in a
canonical model of patent race.

3.2

Interaction between Contractible and non-Contractible
Dimensions

Next we consider the full model, incorporating complementarities in innovation
by using the cost function from Benabou and Tirole (2016). Assume that the
cost of innovative eﬀort is
C(x, y) =

x2 y 2
+
+ ρxy
2
2

with −1 < ρ < 1. Notice that when ρ < 0 the two eﬀorts are complement
(i.e. Cxy < 0) and when ρ > 0 the two eﬀorts are substitute (i.e. Cxy > 0).
Complementarity may arise when investments toward non-contractible features
of the technology (e.g. ergonomics, look, noise level) generate knowledge which
help addressing the contractible aspects of the technology (e.g. fuel consumption). Conversely, substitutability is likely to arise when the innovator faces
tight resource constraints and investments toward one feature of the technology
render more challenging the development of other features. In this alternative
setup, the ﬁrst best eﬀort levels are x∗ = y ∗ = θ/(1 + ρ) with corresponding
welfare equal to W ∗ = θ2 /(1 + ρ). The ordering of GIP and prize will depend
on both the relative size of β and γ, as in the last section, and the degree of
complementarity ρ, and therefore reﬁnes the basic result of proposition 3, and
shows how grand innovation prizes are related to complementarities.
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We ﬁrst study patents. Using similar steps as in the baseline case, we obtain
xIP = y IP = βγθ/(1 + ρ) with corresponding welfare equal to
W IP =

βγ 2 θ2 (2 − β)
.
1+ρ

With simple prizes it is optimal for the innovator to invest xP = x. For
research activity y, we need to distinguish between substitute and complement
eﬀorts. When eﬀorts are substitute (ρ > 0) the innovator will set y P = 0
but when they are complements (ρ < 0) she will exert eﬀort on both activities
choosing yP = −ρx. Given these strategies, the problem for the planner is to
choose x such that welfare is maximized conditional on a y P = max{0, −ρx}.
In the case of substitute eﬀorts this gives xP = θ with a corresponding welfare
of W P = θ 2 /2.
With complementary eﬀorts the planner solves

max W (x, y(x)) = θ(x − ρx) −
x

x2 (ρx)2
−
+ (ρx)2 ,
2
2

and the solution involves xP = θ/(1 + ρ) and yP = −ρθ/(1 + ρ). This implies
that the welfare with the prize regime is equal to

W P = max

θ2 1 − ρ θ2
,
2 1+ρ 2

.

Comparing the welfare in the prize and patent regimes, we obtain the following result:
Proposition 4 W IP > W P if
γ≥

1 + |ρ|
.
2β(2 − β)

Together, Propositions 1 and 4 illustrate how introducing complementarity
and substitutability in eﬀorts increases the set of parameters for which prizes are
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preferable to patents. The intuition for the result is as follows. In our baseline
model, the main drawback of prizes is that they generate incentives to invest in
x but not in y. When eﬀorts are substitute, the welfare cost from asymmetric
investments is reduced because it is more costly to invest both in x and in y.
Conversely, when eﬀorts are complement, innovators invest in both research
activities even if their rewards are only conditional on x. As complementarities
increase, investment in y with prizes increase and the welfare generated exceeds
the one of the patent regime.
With GIPs, the optimal level of y is y GIP (x) = max {θγβ − ρx, 0}. Anticipating this reaction, the planner chooses x to maximize
max W (x) = γθ(x + y(x)) −
x

(x)2 (y(x))2
−
− ρxy(x).
2
2

Any optimum where y > 0 must satisfy xGIP = γθ/(1 + ρ), y GIP = γθ(β −
ρ(1 − β))/(1 + ρ). The welfare generated in the GIP regime when the optimum
satisﬁes y GIP > 0 is equal to:

W GIP =

1 γ 2 θ2
(1 + 2βρ + 2β − ρ − β 2 − β 2 ρ).
2 (1 + ρ)

(1)

Finally, when yGIP = 0, the planner sets xGIP = γθ with welfare equal to
θ2 γ 2 /2.
The following lemma illustrates that the planner implements asymmetric
eﬀorts (y GIP = 0) when substitutability in eﬀorts is high.
Lemma 5 If ρ ≥

β(2−β)
2−β(2−β)

then xGIP = γθ and y GIP = 0.

In appendix A5 using lemma 5, we show that W GIP > W IP holds when
β < 1. The simple intuition is that a GIP combines patents with another policy
control (prizes), and thus it should do better than simple patents. More interestingly, we obtain the following comparison between GIP and simple prizes:
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Proposition 6 W GIP > W P if γ > 1 + 2β − β 2

−1/2

and

γ 2 (1 + β(2 − β)) − 1
γ 2 (1 + β(2 − β)) − 1
>ρ>−
.
2
γ (1 − β(2 − β)) + 1
1 − γ 2 (1 − β(2 − β))
Proposition 6 shows that Proposition 3 is robust to environments in which
eﬀorts are complement or substitutes. In particular, when ρ is small in absolute
value the above condition on ρ holds when γ > 1 + 2β − β 2

−1/2

. As in Propo-

sition 3, a necessary condition for GIPs to perform better than simple prizes
is that the distortion generated by monopoly pricing is small (γ is close to 1)
and the innovator is able to appropriate a large fraction of the surplus created
(β close to 1). But in this extended model, simple prizes may be preferable
in the presence of very high levels of complementarity or very high levels of
substitutability between the innovation activities. With high substitutability,
the loss in welfare generated by investing only in the contractible activity becomes very small. Conversely, when eﬀorts are complements, innovators invest
in both research activities even if the prize is only conditional on x. When complementarities are large enough, the under-investment in y with prizes becomes
negligible and the welfare generated exceeds the one with the GIP regime.
The main trade-oﬀs of our baseline model are also present when complementarities aﬀect consumer surplus rather than the cost, for example if we assume
U(x, y) = θ(x + y) + ρxy. It is possible to show that in this case complementarities tend to reduce the appeal of simple prizes. This is because in the simple
prize regime the reward only depends on x and any complementarity between x
and y cannot be internalized by the innovator. Conversely, complementarities
will be internalized by the innovator with GIPs or patents because the reward
for the innovator depends on the consumer surplus it generates.
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4

Grand innovation prizes in an innovation race

Our baseline model assumed the existence of only one innovator and that the
technology was instantaneously developed after investment in x and y. In this
section, we relax these assumptions and extend the model in two directions.
First, following Loury (1979) and De Nicolò (2000), we assume that the innovator can invest in a third (not-contractable) eﬀort type which is the speed of
development. Second, we consider the presence of multiple innovators racing
for the prize (or patent).
In Section 4.1, we show that when there is a single innovator all of the previous comparisons are unchanged when speed is an added choice. In Section 4.2,
we show that when there are multiple innovators, patents may perform particularly poorly because ﬁrms may be incentivized to produce small innovations
very rapidly; a grand innovation prize, that speciﬁes some minimum standard
on at least some dimension, works against this incentive and therefore has an
additional beneﬁt not described in the model of Section 3. In Section 4.3, we
explore the impact of free entry on the results.

4.1

Introducing innovation speed in the one innovator case

We start by analyzing the case in which only one innovator participates in the
innovation process. We assume that completion time of the project follows
a Poisson process which depends on the investment in speed, φ and that the
interest rate is r. We assume that the overall cost for the innovation is
x2 y2
+
2
2

φ

where the multiplicative speciﬁcation captures the idea that it is more costly to
anticipate the development of high quality projects.
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To reach the ﬁrst best, the maximization problem of the planner is
∞

max
φ,x,y

e−(φ+r)t φθ(x + y)dt −

0

x2 y 2
+
2
2

φ

which can be rewritten as

max
φ,x,y

x2 y2
+
2
2

φ
θ(x + y) −
r+φ

φ.

Solving this maximization problem, we obtain
φ∗ = r,

(2)

and
x∗ = y ∗ =

θ
.
2r

(3)

Formulas (2) and (3) imply that the ﬁrst best welfare is W ∗ = θ2 /4r.
A prize P with target x leads to the following problem for the innovator:
max
φ,y

φ
P−
r+φ

x2 y 2
+
2
2

φ.

The level of investment in y is zero, so the ﬁrst order condition in φ is
r
P = x2 /2.
(r + φ)2

(4)

Crucially, the above calculations show that by choosing P in an appropriate
manner, the planner can implement any innovation speed φ respecting x, the
target for activity x. Therefore, to maximize welfare, the planner can directly
control x and φ, maximizing welfare by solving
max
φ,x

φ
x2
θx − φ,
r+φ
2

which yields x = θ/2r and φ = r. The corresponding welfare is W P = θ2 /8r.8
8 Notice that the planner can implement her preferred φ because the ﬁrst order condition
for the innovator allow to compute the prize to implement φ given x. Speciﬁcally: P =
1
r

(r + φ)2

1 2
x
2

2

γ
+ 12 θ2 β 2 (r+φ)
2 − rθβγ

γ
x+θβ r+φ

(r+φ)2
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.

We now consider the patent reward. The ﬁrm solves
max
φ,x,y

φ
βγθ(x + y) −
r+φ

x2 y 2
+
2
2

φ,

which yields xIP = y IP = βγθ/2r, and φIP = r. The resulting welfare is

W IP =

(2 − β) 2 2
θ βγ .
4r

Finally, we turn to GIP. Variable y is chosen by the innovator to maximize
φ
(P + θβγ(y + x)) −
r+φ

x2 y 2
+
2
2

φ,

which yields
y=

θβγ
.
r+φ

(5)

Plugging this into the welfare and maximizing with respect to φ and x we
obtain φGIP = r, and xGIP = θγ/2r. Therefore, y GIP = θγβ/2r by (5). The
corresponding welfare is
W GIP =

1 2 2
θ γ 1 + 2β − β 2 .
8r

Therefore, all the welfare levels, W P , W IP , W GIP are equal to those of the static
case divided by 4r. This implies that the comparison between the instruments
is the same as in the original static model.

4.2

A race with n innovators

Introducing multiple innovators leads to a contests with multi-tasking. While in
other contexts this poses several technical challenges and requires various simplifying assumptions (DeVaro and Gürtler, 2016), our model extends naturally
to a race with n participants.
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Let us start considering simple prizes. Because investment in y is zero, each
innovator solves
max
φ

φ
r + φ + (n − 1)φ

P − φx2 /2

where φ is the speed employed by the other n − 1 innovators and the prize P is
paid only to the ﬁrst innovator reaching target x. Using the ﬁrst order condition,
and exploiting symmetry (φ = φ) yields
P=

x2 (r + nφ)2
,
2 (r + (n − 1)φ)

(6)

which is the prize that implements speed φ given target x.
Formula (6) shows that just like in the case with a single innovator, by
choosing P in an appropriate manner, the planner can implement any innovation
speed φ respecting x, the target for activity x. Therefore, to maximize welfare,
the planner can directly control x and Φ = nφ, and maximize welfare by solving
max
Φ,x

Φ
x2
θx − Φ .
r+Φ
2

This implies xP = θ/2r and ΦP = r, which leads to the same welfare as in the
one innovator case.
We now consider the patent reward. The ﬁrm solves the following problem
max
φ,x,y

φ
r + φ + (n − 1)φ

βγθ(x + y) −

x2 y 2
+
2
2

The ﬁrst order conditions yield
y=x=

βγ
r + φ + (n − 1)φ

θ,

and
x2 =

r + (n − 1)φ
r + φ + (n − 1)φ
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2 2βγθx.

φ.

However, these conditions imply that φ = r + (n − 1)φ, so a symmetric equilibrium does not exist as each ﬁrm wants to adopt an innovation speed higher than
its rivals. To avoid this technical complication, let us assume that the policy
space is such that φ ∈ [0, φ] must hold for some high value φ. Then a symmetric
equilibrium exists, and is characterized by
y IP = xIP =

βγ
θ,
r + nφ

and
φIP = φ.
If the upper bound φ is taken to be large, then yIP and xIP are close to zero.
This result diﬀers substantially from the one innovator case. The race induces
ﬁrms to develop only very small innovations (i.e. technologies with very small
values of x and y) and to ‘rush’ to the patent oﬃce to obtain the patent right.
The intuition for this ﬁnding is that the multi-dimensional nature of the problem
induces ﬁrms to undercut each other both in speed and in innovation quality, and
innovators ﬁnd it more proﬁtable to invest in speed rather than in technology
value.
Consider now a grand innovation prize. The innovator solves
max
y

φ
r + φ + (n − 1)φ

(P + θβγ(x + y)) −

x2 y2
+
2
2

φ,

which yields y = θβγ/(r + Φ). Plugging this into the welfare we obtain
W =

Φ
θβγ
1 θβγ 2
x2
θγ(x +
)−Φ (
) −Φ .
r+Φ
r+Φ
2 r+Φ
2

The ﬁrst order conditions with respect to Φ and x yield9 φGIP = r and xGIP =
9 Also

P =

in this case the planner can implement her preferred φ given a level of x by setting
r+φ(n−1)
γ2
γ2
(r + nφ)2 12 x2 − θ2 β 2 r+nφ
+ xθβγ (r+nφ)2 + 12 θ2 β 2 (r+nφ)
.
2

1
r+φ(n−1)
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θγ/2r, y GIP = θγβ/2r. The corresponding welfare is equal to
W GIP =

1 2 2
θ γ 1 + 2β − β 2 ,
8r

which is the same as in the one innovator case.
The results in this section illustrate that in a racing model the welfare generated by simple prizes and GIPs is similar to our baseline case but simple patent
mechanisms perform much worse when there are at least two ﬁrms racing for the
patent. Because in our framework research eﬀort is multi-dimensional, patent
races generate high level of ineﬃciencies, which go beyond the duplication of
eﬀort commonly emphasized in the literature. GIPs can address the underinvestment that takes place with patents by avoiding the undercutting in the
measurable dimension of the innovation investment.
These results have implications for patent policy. In particular, they suggest
that by setting high inventive step and non-obviousness requirements - which
in our model translate to x - patent oﬃces may reduce innovators’ incentives to
rush to patent technologies of low value.

4.3

Robustness to endogenous entry

It is also interesting to explore the robustness of these ﬁndings in the case where
the number of ﬁrms is endogenously determined by a zero proﬁt condition. In
particular, suppose that in order to participate in the discovery process a ﬁrm
needs to sustain a ﬁxed entry cost, F , and in equilibrium the number of ﬁrms is
such that each entering ﬁrm makes zero proﬁts. We analyze this case formally in
appendix A2. We exploit this alternative model to study whether the properties
of prizes, patents and GIPs derived for a ﬁxed number of participants extend to
the case of endogenous entry, especially in the limiting case in which F tends
to zero.
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Appendix A2 describes the properties of the optimal policy (P , x) for prizes
and grand innovation prizes in the case of endogenous entry. The main result
is that at the limit (i.e. as F tends to zero) the welfare generated by this
alternative model is exactly the same as in the case in which the number of
innovators is ﬁxed. Therefore, the comparison between these two mechanisms
appear robust to endogenous entry. At the same time, the predictions of the
endogenous entry model diﬀer from the ﬁxed n model in the case of patents.
Because of the undercutting process described in Section 4.2, in the endogenous
entry model the number of ﬁrms racing is always strictly below 2 for any F > 0.10
Intuitively, entry costs mitigate the dissipation eﬀect by inducing only one ﬁrm
to enter the patent race. This implies that the comparison between the three
regimes becomes identical to the case in which only one innovator is active, and
all the ﬁndings from our baseline model of Section 3 hold.11

5

Asymmetric information and costly public funds

The prior results can be generalized in many ways and in some (but not all)
cases GIPs are superior to prizes and patents. In this section, we describe two
important extensions that are often studied in the innovation literature in more
details.

5.1

Asymmetric information

Assuming that the innovator has private information about market demand
or cost variables is standard in the mechanism design approach to IP policy
(Scotchmer, 2004). We show that our basic results are unaﬀected by the presence
1 0 This result is subject to the technical caveat about equilibrium existence that we highlighted in Section 4.2. The precise statement with free entry is that given any ﬁxed cost F > 0,
if the upper bound on the speed of innovation φ is large enough, then proﬁts are negative if
more than one ﬁrm enters.
1 1 This also suggests that application fees may also be used by patent oﬃces to generate
entry costs and mitigate undercutting incentives. See our discussion in appendix A2.
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of asymmetric information because the main eﬀects at work depend on the
multidimensionality of eﬀort (multitasking), and on the assumption that one of
the dimensions cannot be contracted on. In appendix A3, we make this point by
introducing a simple extension of our baseline model which combines screening
with multi-tasking.12
Speciﬁcally, we extend our basic framework by assuming that there is a
cost parameter τ which is private information for the single innovator. The
cost parameter τ is distributed on [τ, τ ] with probability density f. With this
extension, the social welfare function is13
W = θ(x + y) − τ (

x2 y 2
+ ).
2
2

We ﬁrst consider simple mechanisms, that is, mechanisms where the planner
decides in advance (before receiving any message from the innovator about τ )
whether to have a prize, a patent or a grand innovation prize. In a prize regime
a mechanism is a pair (x(τ ), P (τ )). In appendix A3 we show that with an appropriate payment scheme any allocation is implementable in which x is weakly
decreasing in τ . Therefore, the complete information welfare where xP = θ/τ
is attainable for all τ , and thus
WP =
[τ ,τ ]

θ2
f (τ )dτ = Eτ [θ 2 /2τ ].
2τ

In the patent regime, research eﬀorts are xIP = y IP = βγθ/τ . This implies
that welfare will be equal to:

W IP = Eτ [θ2 βγ 2 (2 − β) /2τ ] = βγ 2 (2 − β) Eτ [θ 2 /2τ].
1 2 See Benabou and Tirole (2014) for another recent paper combining screening and multitasking in a diﬀerent application.
1 3 The reason why we assume that the private information comes in on the cost side, is
that private information about θ is not payoﬀ relevant for the innovator in the prize regime.
Therefore, when a simple prize is oﬀered it is impossible for the planner to screen the innovator
based on the innovator’s private information about θ, a degenerate case.
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Thus the comparison between prizes and patents is the same as in the case under
complete information:
W IP ≥ W P ⇐⇒ βγ 2 (2 − β) ≥ 1.
In the grand innovation prize regime a mechanism is a vector (x(τ), P (τ))
because y(τ ) cannot be contracted on as it is chosen by the innovator. The same
argument as in the case of simple prizes means that grand innovation prizes are
not aﬀected by asymmetric information either because any mechanism where
x(τ ) is decreasing is possible to implement. Therefore, the welfare of grand
innovation prizes is similar to the level under complete information:
W GIP = Eτ [θ2 γ 2 (1 + 2β − β 2 )/2τ ] = γ 2 (1 + 2β − β 2 )Eτ [θ2 /2τ ].
Therefore, the welfare comparison between the three mechanisms is the same
as under complete information.
These results can also be used to examine the case in which the planner can
choose the reward mechanism depending on the reported cost type τ . It is easy
to see that the optimal mechanism (i.e. P vs GIP ) does not depend on the
actual cost type τ . In fact, the planner will choose a GIP if γ 2 (1 + 2β − β 2 ) > 1,
otherwise a prize will be chosen.

5.2

Costly public funds

The assumption that society does not incur a loss when raising revenue (to
pay the prize) is a typical assumption in the economics of innovation literature
(Chari et al., 2012; Weyl and Tirole, 2012). The assumption is justiﬁable if
prizes are conducted by philanthropic foundations and are not associated with
distortionary taxation. However, it is useful to extend our baseline model considering the case in which the planner ﬁnances prize P at a cost κP where κ > 0
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denotes the cost of public funds due to the deadweight loss associated with taxation (as in Laﬀont and Tirole, 1993). The planner faces a trade-oﬀ between two
types of welfare distortion: the cost of raising money through public taxation,
κ, and the surplus losses due to market power arising from patents.
While the welfare from simple patents is not aﬀected by the cost of public
funds, the welfare from prizes becomes
WP =

θ2
.
2(κ + 1)

Similarly, the welfare generated with a GIP becomes
W GIP =

θ2 γ 2
2β + 4κβ − β 2 − 2κβ 2 + 1 .
2(κ + 1)

In this environment, simple patents dominate prizes when κ is very large.
More interestingly, the welfare from GIP is less sensitive to κ compared to the
welfare with prizes because in a GIP part of the reward is funded by monopoly
proﬁts, while with prizes the whole reward comes from public funds.
In appendix A4, using a simple two-type model, we explore the link between
asymmetric information and costly public funds. We argue that for simple
prizes under asymmetric information it is optimal for the planner to distort the
schedule x(τ ) such that x(τ ) < xP (τ) for all types except the most eﬃcient
(τ = τ ) so that the planner can reduce the prize P (τ ) paid out to all types
τ ∈ [τ, τ ]. Similarly, with Grand Innovation Prizes the optimal schedule of x
and y are distorted below the complete information optimum when κ > 0.

6

Discussion and implications for policy

Our theoretical results have interesting implications for innovation policy and
can provide guidance to government agencies and philanthropists on how to
design eﬀective innovation prizes.
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The ﬁrst message of our analysis is that the joint use of IP rights and cash
rewards - commonly observed in a variety of successful innovation contests should not be considered as a divide between the practice and the policy prescriptions of economic theory. Our model, which extends classic prize and patent
theories by introducing multidimensional and partially contractible research investments, provides an economic rationale for the complementary use of patents
and prizes by a socially oriented prize organizer
Our theory emphasizes a previously overlooked problem with innovation
prizes when they require technologies to be placed in the public domain. When
prize organizers can only describe a subset of technical speciﬁcations of the
winning technology, innovators may overlook the technological dimensions not
speciﬁed by the organizers. This is particularly likely when innovators face tight
budget constraints, as in the case of small start-up ﬁrms. We show that this
problem can be corrected by combining prize rewards with patents and thus
letting the inventors obtain proﬁts which depend on all the features of the technology that are valued by the market, and not only by those speciﬁed by the
prize organizers.
The second insight from our theory is that cash prizes with technologies
placed in the public domain can be very eﬀective for competitions in which the
solution can be described in great detail, such as the software development contests examined in Boudreu et al. (2011). At the same time our framework shows
that broader, more diﬃcult to describe situations call for a GIP in which cash
transfers and monopoly rights are jointly awarded. An additional implication is
that policy makers designing innovation prizes may prefer to focus on few core
technical speciﬁcations that can be clearly articulated and measured and assure
access to strong IP protection, rather than listing vague and hard to measure
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requirements for the winning technology.
Our results also show that two key policy-relevant parameters required to
assess the eﬀectiveness of GIPs are the proﬁts that can be extracted from the
patent and the deadweight loss generated by monopoly pricing. GIPs dominate
simpler prize rewards when (i) the proﬁts that can be extracted from the patent
are small relative to the social beneﬁt of the technology, and (ii) the distortionary
eﬀects of monopoly rights are limited.
In settings where ideas are commonly held, so that there is the potential for
a patent race, GIPs can mitigate the incentive for innovators to substitute speed
of arrival for quality of the innovation. In a sense the GIP has a similar eﬀect
to enacting stricter patentability requirements (i.e. inventive step and nonobviousness), and therefore can be a tool for a policymaker who wants to target
particular innovation areas for more substantial contributions. Moreover, it can
do so without the need to specify the details of what constitutes a large enough
step. Therefore GIPs can be useful in areas where a substantial innovation is
needed, but diﬃcult to fully describe, as is common with substantial innovations.
Outside the context of our model there are a variety of additional reasons
why policy makers may consider the use of GIPs. GIPs may provide a useful
coordination device to focus the attention to speciﬁc social problem or new
technological developments. In fact, one of the goals of the XPrize foundation
is to “inspire the formation of new industries and revitalize markets that are
currently stuck due to existing failures” (Murray et al., 2012). Moreover, as
suggested by the National Academy of Engineering (NAE, 1999) with the right
media exposure GIP may attract young people into science and engineering and
inspire public support toward research investments. Finally, in some technology
areas GIPs may speed up the cumulative innovation process by spurring the
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development of the initial version of a technology which is then is used as input
into subsequent innovation (Hopenhayn, Llobet and Mitchell, 2006; Galasso and
Schankerman, 2015).
In combination, our results identify new properties of GIPs and examine
their relevance for the design of eﬀective innovation policies. The trade-oﬀs
emphasized in our theory can inform and oﬀer guidance to policy makers as
they attempt to increase R&D investments with new incentive mechanisms.

7

Conclusions

The economics of innovation literature has typically viewed prizes and patents
as substitute ways to reward innovators and to encourage research investments.
The management literature has documented that Grand Innovation Prizes allow
participants to keep the IP rights on their technologies. This paper developed
a model which ﬁlls this gap between theory and practice. Guided by the case
study analysis in Murray et al (2012), our model assumed that some performance targets can be described but a full description of a solution is unavailable.
This hybrid of the usual assumptions justifying prizes and patents, respectively,
makes the use of both in conjunction a natural outcome.
Our analysis compares three diﬀerent reward structures: patents, prizes and
GIPs. We show that often GIPs generate larger innovation incentives than
patents or prizes, because partial contractibility of the technological features
generates a complementarity between monopoly rights and cash rewards. Specifically, the under-investment in measurable activities that arises with the patent
system is reduced thanks to the award that the innovator obtains if the effort target is met. The under-investment in unmeasurable activities that arises
with prizes is reduced because the innovator obtains a fraction of the welfare
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generated, which depends on the entire set of innovative eﬀorts. We discuss
robustness of our model to complementary and substitute research investments,
costly public funds, incomplete information and competition between multiple
innovators.
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Appendix
A1. Microfounding β and γ
In this Appendix, we discuss a variety of alternative micro-foundations for the
parameters β and γ and relate them to features of the underlying demand
function and the contracting environment.

A1.1 A parameterized family of demand functions
First, we provide a family of demand functions for which β and γ depend on
a single parameter k, and discuss when the conditions in Proposition 1, and
Proposition 3 hold. This exercise helps us in relating our ﬁndings in Proposition
1 and 3 to familiar properties of demand functions. In particular, we consider
the demand family
q=

k+1

1

θ(x + y)(k + 1) − p k .

Notice that consumer surplus when p = 0 is equal to
√
k+1
θ(x+y)(k+1)

k+1

0
k+1

−

θ(x + y)(k + 1) − q
√
k+1

θ(x + y)(k + 1) − q

k

dq

=

θ(x+y)(k+1)

k

= θ(x + y).

k+1

(7)

0

Moreover, the equilibrium proﬁts for a monopolist which are obtained from
maximizing
max p
p

k+1

1

θ(x + y)(k + 1) − p k

are equal to
θ(x + y)(

k k
) .
k+1

(8)

Under monopoly the total welfare generated is equal to
θ(x + y) 1 − (
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k k+1
)
.
k+1

(9)

Together, (7), (8) and (9) provide parameterized values for γ and β
k k+1
)
k+1
kk /(k + 1)k
.
k k+1
1 − ( k+1
)

γ

= 1−(

(10)

β

=

(11)

Using, (10) and (11), the key condition in Proposition 1 γ ≥ (2β(2 − β))−1/2
boils down to k ≤ 1. This implies that in our parametrized family of demand
functions patents yield higher welfare than prizes if and only if k ≤ 1. In our
environment this condition holds exactly when the demand function is concave
in p which corresponds to the case where demand declines relatively slowly at
low prices but more quickly at high prices. In other words, there are only a few
consumers who value the innovation a lot, and there are a lot of consumers who
value the innovation little. In the opposite case where relatively many consumers
place a high value on the innovative product, prizes oﬀer higher welfare than
patents.
Proposition 3 compares GIP and prizes, and ﬁnds that a GIP performs better
if γ ≥ (1 + 2β − β 2 )−1/2 . Using the formulas above, this condition rewrites as
k ≤ 1.32 (derived from a simple numerical analysis with Scientiﬁc Workplace).
The interpretation is only slightly diﬀerent from the case of Proposition 1: GIP
performs better than simple prizes if and only if the demand function is not too
convex. More importantly the set of parameters in which Proposition 3 holds
exceeds the set of parameters for which Proposition 1 holds.
3
Notice that in the special case when k = 1 the demand is linear and γ =
4
2
and β = . In this case Proposition 1 implies that prizes and patents generate
3
the same welfare whereas Proposition 3 implies that GIPs perform better than
simple prizes.
The family of demand functions analyzed in the subsection A1.1 suggests
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that β and γ are one-to-one at least for standard demand functions. However,
this is not the case for at least two reasons. The ﬁrst reason is that since the
demand function is known the parameters β and γ are known real constants. It
is easy to see that β and γ can vary independently if we choose arbitrary demand
functions. To drive this point home and to provide robustness checks, such an
analysis is provided in subsection A1.2 showing that diﬀerent combinations of
β and γ arise when the family of constant elasticity demand functions is used.
The second reason is that under diﬀerent bargaining and pricing protocols
(i.e., if price discrimination is allowed or if proﬁts and welfare are determined in
a dynamic game of innovation) the monopolist earns diﬀerent proﬁts, and total
welfare also varies in a ﬂexible manner. Section A1.3 illustrates two formulations
of this reasoning building on Bergemann et al. (2015) and Gans and Stern
(2017).

A1.2 The constant elasticity family
One can consider a diﬀerent family of demand functions, those with constant
demand elasticity. Let q = p−ε with ε > 1 and assume that the ﬁrm faces an
arbitrary marginal cost equal to c > 0. Tirole (1988, pages 67 and 88) shows
c1−ε
ε
that in this case the monopoly proﬁt is πm =
ε− , the welfare under
(ε − 1)1−ε
2ε − 1 ε −ε c1−ε
monopoly price is W m =
(
)
, and the competitive welfare is
ε−1 ε−1
ε−1
1−ε
c
Wc =
. Therefore,
ε−1
β=

πm
(ε − 1)1−ε
=
,
Wm
2ε − 1

and
γ=

Wm
= (2ε − 1)ε−ε (ε − 1)ε−1 .
Wc

These values do not depend on c, so we characterized another family of demand
functions where β, γ depend only on a single parameter. However, the map
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of how β corresponds with γ is diﬀerent from the one induced by the demand
family that was parametrized by k studied in subsection A1.1.14 Therefore, β
and γ do not have a one-to-one correspondence in general.
Also, for this parametrized family the condition in Proposition 1 holds if and
only if ε ≤ 1.59, which corresponds to the case where demand is not too elastic.
So, patents perform better than simple prizes if and only if the demand is not
too elastic because in this case the deadweight loss from monopoly pricing is not
too large. Similarly, the condition in Proposition 3 holds if and only if ε ≤ 1.75.
Therefore, the optimal GIP performs better than a simple prize if the demand
elasticity is not too high. The intuition is the same as above.

A1.3 Decoupling β and γ
In A1.1 and A1.2 we examined how β and γ change across demand functions
keeping constant other features of the pricing and contracting environment.
An alternative approach to microfounding β and γ is to compare alternative
contractual structures for a speciﬁc demand function. With this approach, β
and γ may move independently even for a ﬁxed demand speciﬁcation.
To see this, consider a linear demand function. The analysis in A1.1 has
shown that monopoly pricing in the absence of price discrimination gives γ =
3
2
and β = . Suppose now that the innovator can perfectly price discriminate
4
3
with a two-part tariﬀ. In this case we will have that γ = β = 1, for the very
same demand function. Bergemann et al. (2015) show that with additional
patterns of segmentation and price discrimination the innovator can achieve a
large number of alternative combinations of producer and consumer surplus.15
1 4 This is easy to see by letting ε = 1, and noting that β = γ = 1 in this case. This ﬁrst-best
conﬁguration is not possible to reach in the demand family parametrized by k.
1 5 Bergemann et al. (2015) show that depending on how much information a price discriminating monopolist has any combination of total welfare, consumer surplus and proﬁts is
possible to support in equilibrium subject to the constraint that the monopolist earns at least
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One can also obtain diﬀerent values of β and γ for the same demand function introducing more structure in the patent grant process and the bargaining
between innovator and technology users. To see this consider the following example which builds on Gans and Stern (2017). The gross consumer surplus
generated by the innovation is
U (x, y) =

(x + y)
.
1−δ

By setting θ = 1/(1 − δ) we consider an innovation which lasts for an inﬁnite
horizon with discount factor δ. There is only one consumer which negotiates with
the patent holder. Moreover, it takes T periods for the patent oﬃce to process
a patent application and negotiation between the innovator and the consumer
can only take place after time T (Gans and Stern, 2017). Thus, processing delay
at the patent oﬃce lead to
W IP = γU (x, y)
where γ = δ T . The surplus W IP will be split between the patentee and the
consumer through a bargaining process, which gives the patentee βγU(x, y).
Thus, one may interpret β as the share of surplus appropriated by the patentee
which depends on their bargaining power. Notice how, in this set-up γ depends
on patent oﬃce delays and β on the relative bargaining power of the patentee.
These two forces are logically independent from each other, which implies that
β and γ are decoupled from each other.

A2. Race with endogenous entry
In this appendix, we study the case of free entry as discussed in Section 4.3.
The model is the same as with n innovators except that n is not ﬁxed but it is
characterized by a zero-proﬁt condition. Letting Vn be value of entering when
as much in proﬁts as in the case where he cannot price discriminate.
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n ﬁrms are present in the market (including the new entrant), it must hold that
Vn = F + φ

x2 + y 2
,
2

(12)

that is ﬁxed entry cost plus variable innovation costs are equal to the expected
producer surplus enjoyed by the entrant on the product market. Notice how the
above condition does not impose an integer constraint on the number of entrants
n. Such an integer constraint would be easy to formally recognize but would
not substantially change our analysis, except for the case of patents which will
discuss in greater detail below.
Prizes
We start by considering prizes. First, we derive the equilibrium level of innovation eﬀort (φ) and the number of entrants (n) given the level of innovation
x, y. We then characterize the optimal policy of the planner and show that the
welfare optimum is the same as with any any ﬁxed n (including n = 1).
Calculating n, φ for free entry for given x, y
Let us ﬁrst consider the Bellman-equation for the value function if n ﬁrms
are present with a ﬁxed n and study optimality conditions for φ. By standard
reasoning,
rVn (φ) = φ(P − Vn ) − (n − 1)φVn

(13)

holds where φ is the eﬀort level of the other ﬁrms. To explain this, note that
a ﬁrm becomes successful at rate φ, in which case she obtains the prize P , or
another ﬁrm becomes successful (with success rate (n − 1)φ) in which case the
ﬁrm makes a zero surplus. Rearranging (13), we obtain
Vn =

φP
r + φ + (n − 1)φ
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.

(14)

Taking a derivative with respect to φ, we obtain
Vn′ (φ) =

1
φ
(1 −
)P.
r + nφ
r + nφ

(15)

In a symmetric equilibrium where φ = φ we have
Vn =

φ
P.
r + nφ

(16)

Using the zero-proﬁt constraint (12) with y = 0 and (16),
Vn =

φ
P = F + φx2 /2,
r + nφ

(17)

or
1
F + φx2 /2
=
.
r + nφ
φP

(18)

Therefore,
Vn′ (φ) =
=

F + φx2 /2
F + φx2 /2
(1 − φ
)P =
φP
φP
F + φx2 /2 P − F − φx2 /2
.
φ
P

(19)

The optimality condition with respect to φ is to set φ = arg maxz Vn (z)−φz 2 /2,
which implies
Vn′ (φ) = x2 /2.

(20)

Using (19) and (20),
x2 /2 =

F + φx2 /2 P − F − φx2 /2
.
φ
P

One can solve the last quadratic equation to obtain
φ=

√
PF − F
.
x2 /2

(21)

By (18) and (21),
r + nφ =

φP
φP
=√
.
F + φx2 /2
PF
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(22)

Then (21) implies
φP
r + nφ = √
=
PF

√
√
PF − F P
P − PF
√
.
=
x2 /2
x2 /2
PF

(23)

Optimal prizes
Letting Φ = nφ, note that by (17) total innovation costs can be written as
n(F + φx2 /2) =

nφ
Φ
P =
P.
r + nφ
r+Φ

Total expected social beneﬁt from innovation can be written as

Φ
r+Φ θx.

There-

fore, social welfare can be written as
W =

Φ
(θx − P ).
r+Φ

Substituting in for Φ = nφ from (23), then the maximization problem becomes
max(1 −
x,P

rx2
√
)(θx − P ).
2(P − P F )

The ﬁrst-order condition with respect to x yields
θ(2(P −

√
P F ) − rx2 ) = 2rx(θx − P ).

The condition with respect to P is
√
√
F
2(P − P F ) = θx(1 − √ )
2 P

(24)

after some algebra. Comparing the last two formulas yields,
√
√
2rx(θx − P )
F
2(P − P F ) = θx(1 − √ ) =
+ rx2 ,
θ
2 P
which yields
x=

θ2 (1 −

√
√F
2 P

3θr

) + 2rP

.

Comparing then (24) and (25) yields,
√
√
√
F
F
2
θ(1 − √ )(θ (1 − √ ) + 2rP ) = 6θr(P − P F ).
2 P
2 P
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(25)

After further algebra, we obtain
√
2P (θ2 − 4rP ) + θ2 F = − P F (10rP − θ2 ).

(26)

While this condition can be solved for P explicitly, we are mainly interested
in the F → 0 case, so a general solution is not provided here. Then (26) implies
that P = θ 2 /4r and (25) implies x = θ/2r. Therefore, by (23), and F = 0
together with Φ = nφ,
r+Φ=

P
= 2r.
x2 /2

This implies that the welfare is the same as with n = 1,
W PR =

Φ
θ2
(θx − P ) = .
r+Φ
8r

(27)

Patents
With patents the planner does not have any choice variable. Therefore, our
analysis has simply to derive equilibrium values of x, y, n, φ when a simple patent
is oﬀered. It is clear that x = y holds, so we only need to solve for n, x, φ. The
following Lemma characterizes equilibrium levels of x and Φ = nφ:
Lemma 7 For the case of patents,
x=

2F
,
θβγ

(28)

and
r+Φ=

θβγ
(θβγ)2
=
.
x
2F

Proof. First, by free-entry,
Vn = F + φ

x2 + y 2
= F + φx2 .
2

Second, by construction,
Vn =

φ
φ
θβγ(x + y) =
θβγ ∗ 2x.
r+Φ
r+Φ
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(29)

By optimization
∂Vn
= x2 ,
∂φ
∂Vn
= 2φx.
∂x
Also,
rVn = φ(2θβγx − Vn ) − (n − 1)φVn .
Taking a derivative and collecting terms yields,
(r + Φ)

∂Vn
= 2θβγx − Vn
∂φ

Using the above formulas,
(r + Φ)x2 = (r + Φ)

∂Vn
φ
= 2θβγx − Vn = 2θβγx(1 −
).
∂φ
r+Φ

(30)

We can use the formula (22) that was developed for prizes to obtain
√
√
φ
2θβγxF − F
F
√
=√
.
=
r+Φ
2θβγx − 2θβγxF
2θβγx

(31)

To see this, note that all we did is to sub in 2θβγx for the reward for the winner
and used (22) otherwise with dividing through in (22). Again, we can do this
because we took x, y as given for these calculations. Therefore, using (30) and
(31),
√
φ
F
(r + Φ)x = 2θβγx(1 −
) = 2θβγx(1 − √
) = 2θβγx −
r+Φ
2θβγx
2

Now, we substitute x =

βγθ
r+Φ

in to obtain

βγθx = 2θβγx −

2θβγxF ,

or
βγθx =

2θβγxF ,
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2θβγxF .

which implies
x=

2F
.
βγθ

Therefore,
r+Φ=

βγθ
(θβγ)2
=
,
x
2F

which completes the proof. Q.E.D.
We are ready to obtain the welfare generated by patents. Total beneﬁt from
Φ
Φ
innovation is θγ(x + y) r+Φ
= 2θγx r+Φ
by construction. Using the free-entry

condition, x = y, and Φ = nφ, total innovation costs can be written as follows,
T C = n(F + φx2 ) = nVn = n

φ
Φ
θβγ(x + y) = 2θβγx
r+Φ
r+Φ

and social welfare can be written as
W P AT =

Φ
(2θγx − 2θβγx),
r+Φ

or using Lemma 7,
W P AT =

Φ
r
4F
2θγx(1 − β) = (1 −
)θγ(1 − β)
=
r+Φ
r+Φ
θβγ
=

1−

2rF
(θβγ)

2

θγ(1 − β)

4F
.
θβγ

This formula implies that
lim W P AT = 0.

F →0

This ﬁnding suggest a role for application fees. Suppose that an application fee
of F can be levied. Then, we can implement the n = 1 allocation for patents if
we choose F =

(θβγ)2
4r

because then using (28), and (29) we obtain x =

γβθ
r

and

Φ = r just as in the case where n = 1. Therefore, with application fees, patents
can also get back to the second-best (n = 1), and the comparison between
patents and prizes is the same as when n = 1.
The next result characterizes the level of entry n:
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Lemma 8 For all F > 0, φ(2 − n) = r and thus n < 2. Also, lim n = 2.
F →0

Proof. Given a level of entry n, in the main text we derive the optimal level
of innovation size x, y. In particular,
x=y=

βγθ
,
r + nφ

and
x2 =

r + (n − 1)φ
2βγθx.
(r + nφ)2

These formulas imply that
φ(2 − n) = r.

(32)

By Lemma 7, lim φ = 0, so (32) implies
F →0

lim n = 2,

F →0

which completes our proof. Q.E.D.
Lemma 8 implies that for any positive entry cost there is a single ﬁrm entering if we impose an integer constraint on the number of ﬁrms present and
assume that ﬁrms enter sequentially. Therefore, if a free-entry condition is imposed then patents deliver the same welfare as when n = 1. This observation
implies that the negative welfare consequences of patents with n > 1 ﬁxed are
mitigated when free-entry is modelled in a precise manner.
Grand Innovation Prizes
Preliminary analysis
Just like in the case of prizes, we start the analysis by studying n and φ
(taking x and y as given). Let
π = θβγ(x + y)
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(33)

denote the product market proﬁt from winning the innovation race. First, we
argue that for GIP,
r+Φ=

P +π−

F (P + π)

x2 +y2
2

.

(34)

A formal proof is not necessary as the argument is very similar to the one
that establishes (23) for simple prizes, with just two diﬀerences: (i) the value of
winning is now P +π and not just P and (ii) the cost of providing the innovation
is now

x2 +y 2
2

and not just x2 /2. Next, we derive x and y. Variable y is chosen

by the innovator, solving
max

φ
y2
θβγy − φ .
r+Φ
2

The FOC yields
1
θβγ.
r+Φ

y=

(35)

To choose x for a given level of φ, the planner solves
max

φ
x2
θγx − φ ,
r+Φ
2

which yields
x=

1
θγ.
r+Φ

(36)

For reasons of tractability, we focus on the case of small ﬁxed costs. By similar
arguments as in the case of prizes and patents, social welfare can be written as
W GIP =

Φ
(θγ(x + y) − (P + π)).
r+Φ

Upon substituting from (33), (34), (35), and (36),
W GIP =

Φ θ2 γ 2 (1 + β)
θ 2 γ 2 (1 + β 2 )
(
− (r + Φ)
)=
r+Φ
r+Φ
2(r + Φ)2
Φθ2 γ 2
(r + Φ)2

1+β−
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1 + β2
2

.

Therefore, one needs to solve
max

Φ
,
(r + Φ)2

which yields
Φ = r.
Therefore, the optimum involves
x = θγ/2r,
and
y = θγβ/2r.
Substituting in,
W GIP =

=

Φθ2 γ 2
(r + Φ)

2

1+β−

1 + β2
2

θ2 2
γ 2 + 2β − 1 + β 2
8r

=

=

θ2 γ 2
4r

1+β−

1 + β2
2

=

θ2 2
γ 1 + 2β − β 2 .
8r

Therefore, the welfare comparison is exactly the same as with n = 1 or with
any ﬁxed n (see also (27)):
W GIP ≥ W P R ⇐⇒ γ 2 1 + 2β − β 2 ≥ 1.

(37)

GIP with a P ≥ 0 constraint
The above analysis allows for prizes that are negative. This assumption may
be valid in some cases where the planner can restrict the availability of simple
patents for ﬁrms that enter a GIP contest. In other cases, it is interesting to
study a constraint that requires the planner to set a positive prize, P ≥ 0.
Substituting in from the results above we have
r+Φ=

P +π
x2 +y2
2

=

2P (r + Φ)2 + 2(r + Φ)θ2 γ 2 β(1 + β)
,
θ2 γ 2 (1 + β 2 )
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or
1=

2P (r + Φ)
2β(1 + β)
+
.
θ2 γ 2 (1 + β 2 )
1 + β2

This is consistent with a positive prize (P ≥ 0) if and only if
2β(1 + β)
≤ 1,
1 + β2
√
√
or β ≤ 2 − 1. Therefore, when β ≤ 2 − 1 our analysis is valid even under a
√
P ≥ 0 constraint. When β > 2 − 1 the results no longer apply under a P ≥ 0
constraint. In this case, one needs to set P = 0 and the GIP boils down to
having a constraint on x.16 Then
r+Φ=

1
2θβγ(x + r+Φ
θβγ)
2π
=
2 ,
2
2
x +y
1
x2 + r+Φ
θβγ

or
x2 (r + Φ)2 = 2θβγx(r + Φ) + θ2 β 2 γ 2 .
This yields
ω = x(r + Φ) =

2θβγ +

(2θβγ)2 + 4θ2 β 2 γ 2
2

= θβγ(1 +

√
2).

The welfare is
W GIP =

Φ
Φ
(θγ(x + y) − π) =
θγ(x + y)(1 − β),
r+Φ
r+Φ

and upon substituting in x =

√
θβγ(1+ 2)
,
r+Φ

y =

1
r+Φ θβγ

(38)

this still yields Φ = r

Φ
because the maximization problem still boils down to max (r+Φ)
2 . Therefore,

the optimum involves
x = θβγ(1 +

√
2)/2r,

and
y = θγβ/2r.
1 6 This

implies that the planner should be able to prevent low value innovations to be
patented otherwise the innovators would surely opt out of the GIP as it conveys no advantage
to them if patenting without participating in the GIP is an option.
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Note, that x is distorted upward now compared to the second-best level where
θγ/2r.17 This is because the second-best level would require P < 0 to implement. Therefore,
W

GIP

√
θ 2 γ 2 β(2 + 2)(1 − β)
=
.
4r

Welfare from an optimal prize: P =

θ2
4r ,

r+Φ=

x=

θ
2r

and y = 0. Also,

2P
= 2r,
x2

so Φ = r. Therefore,
W PR =

Φ
θ2
(θx − P ) = .
r+Φ
8r

Thus
W GIP ≥ W P R ⇐⇒ γ 2 β(2 +

√
2)(1 − β) ≥ 1/2.

This holds if γ is high and β is close to 1/2.
The main novelty when P ≥ 0 is that GIP mechanisms may perform poorly
compared to prizes when the monopoly can extract a high proportion of the
rents (that is, β is close to 1). The reason is rent dissipation. In particular,
(38) implies that when β = 1 and P ≥ 0 then W GIP = 0 because all rents are
dissipated under free entry. Rent dissipation is caused by excess entry, and can
be ﬁxed only when the value of the prize is negative.

A3. Asymmetric information
In this appendix, we provide a formal analysis to support the results in Section 5.
First, we show that the presence of asymmetric information does not change our
main results. Second, we present a simple example with two types to show how
asymmetric information coupled with costly public funds changes our analysis.
1 7 This

is because β(1 +

√
√
2) > 1 for all β > 2 − 1.
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We consider the case of simple prizes, the analysis for the other mechanisms
are similar. Let xP = θ/τ be the optimal level of x when τ is known by the
planner. We show that this level can be still implemented under asymmetric
information. We use the revelation principle, and (without loss of generality)
restrict attentions to mechanisms where the innovator reports τ and the planner
sets (x(τ ), P (τ )). Crucially, the planner oﬀers a prize schedule P (τ ) such that it
is incentive compatible for the innovator to report truthfully. Formally, incentive
compatibility requires that for all τ , τ ′ ∈ [τ , τ ]
P (τ) − τ

x2 (τ)
x2 (τ ′ )
≥ P (τ ′ ) − τ
.
2
2

(39)

We complete the proof by solving for a schedule P (τ ) such that (39) holds
for all τ , τ ′ ∈ [τ , τ] if x(τ ) = θ/τ and x(τ ′ ) = θ/τ ′ . Let
P (τ ) = τ

x2 (τ)
,
2

so that the highest type (and thus all other types as well) is willing to participate
in the prize mechanism. The optimization problem of the innovator with type
τ when deciding what type τ ′ to report is
max
P (τ ′ ) − τ
′
τ

x2 (τ ′ )
.
2

Truth-telling to be optimal requires that
τ = arg max
(P (τ ′ ) − τ
′
τ

x2 (τ ′ )
).
2

Therefore, the ﬁrst order condition becomes
P ′ (τ) = τ x(τ)x′ (τ)
with
x(τ) = xP (τ) = θ/τ .
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Therefore,
P ′ (τ ) = −θ2 /τ 2 ,
and thus
τ

P (τ) = P (τ) +

θ 2 /z 2 dz =

τ

θ2
θ2
− .
τ
2τ

It can be shown that global optimality conditions for the problem of the innovator are satisﬁed.18
Therefore, mechanism (x = τθ , P =

θ2
τ

2

θ
− 2τ
) implements the complete infor-

mation optimum.

A4. Asymmetric information with costly public funds
Here we show that the optimal schedule for the eﬀorts does change when public
funds our costly. It is suﬃcient for our purposes to illustrate this change with a
simple two-type example for prizes. The same insight would be true when there
are more than two types or if we considered a Grand Innovation Prize.
Imagine a case with two possible types with τ h > τ l . We let the planner’s
y2
2 ) − κP .

2

objective be θ(x + y) − τ ( x2 +

With prizes, y = 0 and this objective

2

function is reduced to θx − τ x2 − κP . Under complete information the planner
oﬀers a prize value such that the innovator is indiﬀerent between entering or not
2

as public funds are costly, that is, τ x2 = P . Therefore, the planner maximizes
1 8 Consider

P (τ ′ ) − τ

x2 (τ ′ )
2

= θ2 ( τ1′ −

τ
2τ ′

−

1
),
τ

and thus

∂
x2 (τ ′ )
τ
1
(P (τ ′ ) − τ
) = θ2 ( ′ 3 − ′ 2 ) =
′
∂τ
2
(τ )
(τ )
=
x2 (τ ′ )
∂
(P (τ ′ ) − τ 2 )
∂τ ′
2
′
)
arg maxτ ′ (P (τ ′ ) − τ x (τ
).
2

Therefore,

θ2
(τ − τ ′ ).
(τ ′ )3

≥ 0 if and only τ ′ < τ , which means that τ =
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2

θx − τ (1 + κ) x2 and thus the complete information optimum is to induce
xP (τ) = θ/[τ (1 + κ)].

In what follows, we show that the optimal x value for τ l is still xP (τ l ) =
θ/[τ l (1 + κ)] but the optimal x value for τ h is less than xP (τ h ) = θ/[τ h (1 + κ)].
Letting µh and µl be the probability of the two types (with µh + µl = 1), the
planner’s problem becomes
max

xl ,xh ,Pl ,Ph

µh (θxh − τ h

x2h
x2
− κPh ) + µl (θxl − τ l l − κPl )
2
2

such that
Ph ≥ τ h

x2h
2

(40)

Pl ≥ τ l

x2l
,
2

(41)

Ph − τ h

x2h
x2
≥ Pl − τ h l ,
2
2

(42)

Pl − τ l

x2l
x2
≥ Ph − τ l h .
2
2

(43)

and

The ﬁrst two constraints are the participation constraints for the two types while
the last two constraints are the incentive constraints, so that the two types do
not wish to mimic each other.
We start the analysis with the following result:
Lemma 9 Constraints (41) and (42) do not bind.
Proof. Constraint (43) and the fact that xl ≥ xh imply
τh

x2l
x2
x2
x2
− τ h h > τ l l − τ l h ≥ Pl − Ph ,
2
2
2
2
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which implies that (42) does not bind. It is straightforward to show that (41)
does not bind because the low type can always mimic the high type and make
a positive rent:
Pl − τ l

x2l
x2
x2
≥ Ph − τ l h ≥ Ph − τ h h ≥ 0,
2
2
2

which completes the proof of the Lemma. Q.E.D.
2

2

Therefore, the two constrains to obey are Pl − τ l x2l ≥ Ph − τ l x2h and Ph ≥

τh

x2h
2 .

It is clear that both constraints need to bind otherwise the planner could

reduce Pl and Ph without changing xl , xh and still obey the incentive constraints
reducing the payments and thus improving the planner’s payoﬀs. To see this,
suppose that Ph > τ h

x2h
2 .

Then reducing Ph slightly does not violate any of the

two relevant constraints. Given this discussion, the problem can be rewritten as
max

xl ,xh ,Pl ,Ph

µh (θxh − τ h

x2h
x2
− κPh ) + µl (θxl − τ l l − κPl )
2
2

such that
Ph = τ h

x2h
2

and
Pl − τ l

x2l
x2
= Ph − τ l h .
2
2

Upon substitutions, this problem becomes
maxµh (θxh − τ h (1 + κ)

xl ,xh

x2h
x2
x2
x2
x2
) + µl (θxl − τ l l − κ(τ h h − τ l h + τ l l )).
2
2
2
2
2

This problem is a simple concave problem, and the suﬃcient ﬁrst order
conditions yield that
x(τ l ) = θ/[τ l (1 + κ)],
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and µh (θ − τ h (1 + κ)xh ) − µl κ(τ h − τ l )xh = 0, which implies that
x(τ h ) < θ/[τ h (1 + κ)]
as we claimed.

A5. Omitted proofs for Section 3
Proof of Proposition 1 The result directly follows from W IP − W P =
θ2
θ2
θ2 βγ 2 (2 − β) −
= (4βγ 2 − 2β 2 γ 2 − 1).
2
2
1
Proof of Proposition 3 The result follows because W GIP −W P = θ2 γ 2 1 + 2β − β 2 −
2
θ2
1 2
2 2
2
2
= θ 2βγ + γ − 1 − β γ which is positive if
2
2
1
.
γ≥
1 + 2β − β 2
Proof of Proposition 4 In the case of substitute eﬀorts (ρ > 0),
W IP − W P

which is positive if γ ≥
W IP − W P

βγ 2 θ 2 (2 − β) θ2
−
1+ρ
2
2
1 θ
= −
2β 2 γ 2 − 4βγ 2 + ρ + 1 ,
2ρ+1
=

1+ρ
2β(2−β) .

=
=

which is positive if γ ≥

In the case of complementary eﬀorts,

βγ 2 θ 2 (2 − β) θ2 1 − ρ
−
1+ρ
2 1+ρ
2
1 θ
−2β 2 γ 2 + 4βγ 2 + ρ − 1 ,
2ρ+1

1−ρ
2β(2−β) .

Proof of Lemma 5 It is optimal for the planner to require y GIP = 0 if this
provides higher welfare. This occurs if

γ 2 θ2
2

>

2 2
2
2
1 γ θ
2 (1+ρ) (1+2βρ+2β −ρ−β −β ρ)

or
ρ>

β(2 − β)
2 − β(2 − β)
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(44)

Notice that yGIP = 0 is the optimal response of the innovator given xGIP = γθ
β(2 − β)
if y GIP = θγβ − ρxGIP ≤ 0 or ρ ≥ β. Because
≥ β the innovator
2 − β(2 − β)
will set y GIP = 0 any time condition (44) is satisﬁed.
Proof that W GIP > W IP

From (1), it follows that

1
2 1−ρ
W GIP − W IP = θ2 γ 2 (1 − β)
.
2
1+ρ

(45)

when y GIP > 0. Exploiting Lemma 5, we can show that
1
γ2
(2β 2 − 4β + ρ + 1)
W GIP − W IP = θ 2
2 ρ+1

(46)

when y GIP = 0. The result for the case where y GIP > 0 follows directly
from (45). The case where y GIP = 0 follows from (46) using that in this case
ρ≥

β(2−β)
2−β(2−β)

β(2−β)
by Lemma 5, and thus 2β 2 −4β+ρ+1 ≥ 2β 2 −4β+ 2−β(2−β)
+1 > 0

if β < 1.

Proof of Proposition 6 In the case of substitute eﬀorts (ρ > 0), y GIP = 0
holds, and thus,
W GIP − W P =

θ2 γ 2 θ2
−
< 0.
2
2

This implies that GIP are dominated by simple prizes if ρ is too large. Consider
now the case of substitute eﬀorts (ρ > 0) and y GIP > 0. In this case,
W GIP − W P =

1 γ 2 θ2
θ2
(1 + 2βρ + 2β − ρ − β 2 − β 2 ρ) − ,
2 (1 + ρ)
2

which is positive if
ρ<

γ 2 (1 + β(2 − β)) − 1
.
γ 2 (1 − β(2 − β)) + 1

The cutoﬀ is positive if γ ≥ 1 + 2β − β 2

−1/2

and that it is more stringent

than the one required in lemma 5. In the case of complements (ρ < 0),
W GIP − W P =

1 γ 2 θ2
θ2 1 − ρ
(1 + 2βρ + 2β − ρ − β 2 − β 2 ρ) −
,
2 (1 + ρ)
2 1+ρ
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which is positive if
γ 2 (1 + β(2 − β)) − 1 > ρ(γ 2 (1 − β(2 − β)) − 1).
Notice that γ 2 (1−β(2−β))−1 ≤ 0. This implies that when γ 2 (1+β(2−β))−1 <
0 the inequality cannot be satisﬁed. If γ 2 (1 + β(2 − β)) − 1 > 0 the condition
is satisﬁed if
−ρ <

γ 2 (1 + β(2 − β)) − 1
.
1 − γ 2 (1 − β(2 − β))
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